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Strong traes for solutions tomultidimensional salar onservation lawsAlexis VasseurAbstratIn this paper we onsider multidimensional salar onservation lawswithout BV estimates de�ned in a subset 
 � R+ � Rd . We show that,with a non-degeneray hypothesis on the ux, we an de�ne a strong notionof trae at the boundary of 
 reahed by L1 onvergene.Key words. onservation law { trae theorem { kineti formulation {boundary value problem { averaging lemma1. IntrodutionIn this artile we onsider an open subset 
 � R+ � Rd and funtionsu 2 L1(
) solutions to the salar onservation law:�tu+ divxA(u) = 0; (t; x) 2 
: (1)The ux funtion A is assumed to be regular from R to Rd . As is usual,we deal only with entropy solutions, namely whih ful�ll in the sense ofdistribution �t�(u) + divxH(u) � 0; (t; x) 2 
; (2)for every onvex funtion � and related entropy ux de�ned by H 0 = A0�0.The problem is to de�ne in a strong way the value of u at the boundary of
. Following [3℄ we onsider domains 
 whih have a \regular deformableLipshitz boundary" namely whih verify:(i): For eah ẑ = (t̂; x̂) 2 �
, there exists rẑ > 0, a Lipshitz mapping



2 Alexis Vasseurẑ : Rd ! R and an isometry for the eulidean norm Rẑ : Rd+1 ! Rd+1suh that:Rẑ(ẑ) = 0;Rẑ(
)\℄ � rẑ ; rẑ[d+1= fy 2℄� rẑ ; rẑ[d+1 j y0 > ẑ(y1; :::; yd)g:(ii): There exists at least one �
-regular Lipshitz deformation,where, forK open subset of �
, we allK-regular Lipshitz deformationevery funtion  : [0; 1℄ � K ! �
 homeomorphism bi-Lipshitz over itsimage whih veri�es:(iii):  (0; �) � IK , where IK is the identity map over K.(iv): lims!0+r (s; �) Æ ~ẑ = r~ẑ in L1(℄� rẑ; rẑ [d\Rẑ(K));where for every ẑ 2 �
 ~ẑ is the restrition to ℄�rẑ ; rẑ [d\Rẑ(K) of the map(y1; :::; yd)! R�1ẑ (ẑ(y1; :::; yd); y1; :::; yd). Notie that the set of
 with reg-ular Lipshitz boundary inludes star-shaped domains, the domains whoseboundaries satisfy the one property, and domains with C2 boundaries ([3℄).More preisely, we want to study the limit of u( (s; �)) when s goes tozero for suh �
-regular Lipshitz deformation.It is possible to de�ne weak traes using Young measures (as in [17℄ forinstane). Notie that sine the limit is weak, even if we an de�ne the traeof u itself (denoted u� ), we did not know if the trae of G(u) is equal toG(u� ) for a nonlinear funtion G. The aim of this paper is to show that,with an hypothesis of non-degeneray of A, in fat the trae is reahed byL1lo onvergene.Theorem 1. Let 
 � Rd+1 have a regular deformable Lipshitz boundary,and assume that A 2 �C3(R)�d and veri�es for every (�; �) 2 R � Rd ,(�; �) 6= (0; 0): L(f� j � + �:A0(�) = 0g) = 0; (3)where L is the Lebesgue measure. Then for every funtion u 2 L1(
)whih veri�es (1)(2) in 
, there exists u� 2 L1(�
) suh that, for every�
-regular Lipshitz deformation  and every ompat set K �� �
:esslims!0 ZK ju( (s; ẑ))� u� (ẑ)j dHd(ẑ) = 0; (4)where Hd is the d-dimensional Haussdorf measure. Espeially, for everysmooth funtion G, we have [G(u)℄� = G(u� ): (5)



Strong traes for solutions to multidimensional salar onservation laws 3This an be seen as a regularization e�et at the boundary indued by thenon-degeneray of A (see [5,14℄ for other results of this kind). Our methodis based on the kineti formulation of salar onservation laws introduedby Lions Perthame Tadmor [11℄ whih allows to use the so-alled averaginglemmas [1,9,7,16℄ with the assumption (3). This an be seen as a non-degeneray property sine it avoids ux funtions whose restrition to anopen subset is linear. Hene we use a loalization method �rst introduedin [18℄. Let us mention two onsequenes to motivate this result.Initial layersHere, we �x the open set
 =℄0;+1[�Rd . Let us onsider an initial valueu0 2 L1(Rd ). Kruzkov has shown in [10℄ the uniqueness of the solution of(1)(2) verifying for any R > 0:1T Z T0 Zjxj�R ju(t; x)� u0(x)j dx dt �! 0; (6)when T tends to 0. Now, if we don't have this assumption but only the weakform: 1T Z T0 ZRd(u(t; x)� u0(x))�(x) dx dt �! 0; when T ! 0for every test funtion �, the question is: Have we got still uniqueness? Thisquestion was �rst mentioned by Natalini and arises naturally in relaxationlimit problems. Chen and Rasle have shown in [4℄ that the answer is yesin the monodimensional ase with an assumption of non-degeneray on theux. With the hypothesis (3), Theorem 1 extends this result to the multi-dimensional ase. Indeed, it shows that every uniformly bounded solutionof (1)(2) in ℄0;+1[�Rd veri�es (6), and so, is the unique Kruzkov solution.Notie that this problem is still open for a general ux A.Initial-boundary problemNow we onsider a regular open subset ! 2 Rd , we denote � the normalat the boundary and we take 
 =℄0;+1[�!. We introdue an initial valueu0 2 L1(Rd ) and a boundary value ub 2 L1(℄0;+1[��!). The follow-ing strong boundary ondition has been introdued by Bardos, Leroux andNedele in [2℄:sign(u(t; x̂)� ub(t; x̂))(A(u(t; x̂)):�(x̂)�A(k):�(x̂)) � 0 (7)for all k in the interval with endpoints u(t; x̂) and ub(t; x̂) (8)for almost every boundary point (t; x̂) 2℄0;+1[��!. They have shownthat if u0 and ub are regular, then there exists a unique solution u 2C(R+ ; L1lo(!)) solution of (1)(2) in 
, satisfying (7)(8) on �! and u(t =0) = u0. Moreover this is the physial relevant one sine it an be obtainedby the visosity method. Some equivalent formulations have been proposed



4 Alexis Vasseuraftewards (see for example [8℄ [12℄). But all those formulations need to re-strit themselves to regular boundary values in order to have BV solutionswhih allows them to have strong traes reahed in L1. This was neededin order to give a meaning at (7). A more general formulation has beenintrodued by Szepessy in [17℄ whih an be de�ned without strong traes,using DiPerna tools from [6℄. But he shows the existene and uniquenessof the solution only in the framework of regular boundary values. Finally,Otto has introdued a quite ompliated weak formulation [13℄ whih allowshim to show the existene and uniqueness of solution for general boundaryvalues.Now, if we onsider a ux A verifying (3), then thanks to Theorem 1,the ondition (7) is well de�ned whatever the solution u 2 L1(
) of (1)(2)is. Then Otto's ondition is equivalent to (7) and we an restrit ourselvesto this strong formulation even for non smooth boundary values.2. Reformulation of the problemWe have: �
 � [ẑ2�
R�1ẑ (℄� rẑ ; rẑ [d+1);where rẑ and Rẑ are de�ned by property (i) of regular deformable Lipshitzboundary. Sine �
 \B(0; n) is a ompat subset for every integer n, thereexists a �nite set In suh that:(�
 \ B(0; n)) � [�2InR�1ẑ� (℄� rẑ� ; rẑ� [d+1):So, I = [In is a ountable set suh that:�
 = [�2I ��;where �� is de�ned (using the property (i) of regular deformable Lipshitzboundary) by:�� = R�1� (fy 2℄� r�; r�[d+1 j y0 = �(y1; � � �; yd)g):In order to simplify the notation we write � instead of ẑ� in the indies,and we denote in the same way
� = fy 2℄� r�; r�[d+1 j y0 > �(y1; � � �; yd)g:From now on we work in 
� and in the new y oordinates. We denoteA�(�) = R�(�; A1(�); :::; Ad(�)) and H�(�) = R�(�(�); H1(�); :::; Hd(�)).We de�ne u� : 
� ! R by u�(y) = u(R�1� (y)). In the y oordinates, (1)(2)orrespond in 
� to: divyA�(u�) = 0 (9)



Strong traes for solutions to multidimensional salar onservation laws 5divyH�(u�) � 0: (10)We use for the proof the kineti formulation due to Lions, Perthame andTadmor. In order to do so we set L = kukL1(
) and introdue a new variable� 2℄� L;L[ and denote for every v 2℄� L;L[:�(v; �) = 1f0���vg if v � 0= �1fv���0g if v < 0:Then we introdue new funtions alled mirosopi funtions whih dependon � and on a variable z whih an lie on 
�, on �� or on a loal spae aswe will see later. We will onsider espeially the following ones:De�nition 1. Let N be an integer, O be an open set of RN , and the miro-sopi funtion f 2 L1(O�℄�L;L[) be suh that 0 � sgn(�)f(z; �) � 1 foralmost every (z; �). We say that f is a �-funtion if there exists u 2 L1(O)suh that for almost every z 2 O:f(z; �) = �(u(z); �):Notie that in this ase u(z) = R L�L f(z; �) d�.Lions Perthame and Tadmor have shown in [11℄ the following theorem:Theorem 2. A funtion u 2 L1(
�) with juj � L is solution of (9)(10) in
� if and only if there exists a nonnegative measure m 2M+(
��℄�L;L[)suh that the related �-funtion f de�ned by f(y; �) = �(u(y); �) for almostevery y 2 
� veri�es: a(�):ryf = ��m (11)in 
��℄� L;L[ with a(�) = A�0(�).Notie that the hypothesis (3) is equivalent to:L(f� j �:a(�) = 0g) = 0; (12)for every � 2 Rd+1 n f0g.The �-funtions have the following properties whih are linked to Youngmeasures.Lemma 1. Let O be an open set of RN and fn 2 L1(O�℄�L;L[) be a se-quene of �-funtions onverging weakly to f 2 L1(O�℄�L;L[). We denoteun(�) = R L�L fn(�; �) d� and u(�) = R L�L f(�; �) d�. Then the three followingpropositions are equivalent:{ fn onverges strongly to f in L1lo(O�℄� L;L[),{ un onverges strongly to u in L1lo(O),{ f is a �-funtion.



6 Alexis VasseurProof of Lemma 1: Notie that if we denote �n(�; �) the Young measurerelated to un(�) = R L�L fn(�; �) d� then, sine fn is a �-funtion we have�n = Æ0(�)� ��fn: (13)If fn onverges strongly, the same holds for un. If un onverges stronglythen passing to the limit in (13) we �nd that Æ0(�) � ��f is a Dira fun-tion with respet to � providing that f is a �-funtion. Finally, if f is a�-funtion, in partiular sgn(�)f = f2 so kfnkL2lo(O�℄�L;L[) onverges tokfkL2lo(O�℄�L;L[). This provides the strong onvergene of fn in L2lo(O�℄�L;L[) and then in L1lo(O�℄� L;L[). �In the following we will use the notation:a(�) = (a0(�); â(�)) with â(�) = (a1(�); :::; ad(�)) (14)y = (y0; ŷ) with ŷ = (y1; :::; yd): (15)3. A riterion for the existene of strong traesIn this setion we onsider 
� for a �xed � and the �-funtion f asso-iated to u�. Sine �� is parametrized by ŷ, for every ��-regular Lipshitzdeformation  and every ŷ 2℄� r�; r�[d we set:~ (s; ŷ) =  (s;R�1� (�(ŷ); ŷ));f (s; ŷ; �) = f( ~ (s; ŷ); �):Proposition 1. Let f be a solution of (11) in 
��℄�L;L[ with a(�) veri-fying (12). Then there exists a unique f� 2 L1(℄� r�; r�[d�℄�L;L[) suhthat for all  ��-regular Lipshitz deformation:esslims!0 f (s; �; �) = f� in H�1(℄� r�; r�[d�℄� L;L[):This shows the existene of a weak trae on �� whih does not depend onthe way hosen to reah the boundary. This result is losely related to [13℄and a losed version was used in [17℄. We give here a proof in our frameworkof kineti formulation.Proof of Proposition 1: Sine kf (s; �; �)kL1 � 1, by Weak ompatnessand Sobolev imbedding, for every regular Lipshitz deformation  and everysequene sn whih tends to 0 there exists a subsequene np and a funtiong� 2 L1(℄� r�; r�[d�℄� L;L[) suh thatf (snp ; �; �) H�1\L1W��! g� when np ! +1: (16)



Strong traes for solutions to multidimensional salar onservation laws 7Let us now show that g� does not depend on  , on the sequene sn andsnp . In order to do so, let us �rst onsider the entropy ux assoiated toentropy �: H�(y) = Z L�L a(�)�0(�)f(y; �) d�: (17)Multiplying (11) by �0(�) and integrating it with respet to � we �nd:divyH� = � Z L�L �00(�)m(y; d�) 2M(℄� r�; r�[d+1):We an now use the following Theorem proved by Chen and Grid in [3℄:Theorem 3. Let 
 be an open set with regular deformable Lipshitz bound-ary and F 2 [L1(
)℄d+1 be suh that divyF is a bounded measure. Thenthere exists F:� 2 L1(�
) suh that for every  �
-regular Lipshitz de-formation: esslims!0 F ( (s; �)):�s(�) = F:� in L1(�
) w�;where �s is a unit outward normal �eld of  (fsg � �
).So, sine �� is a regular deformable Lipshitz boundary, this Theorem in-sures that there exists H�� :� 2 L1(℄� r�; r�[d) whih does not depend on suh that H�( ~ (s; �)):�s(�)D0(℄�r�;r�[d)�!s!0 H�� :�; (18)for every regular Lipshitz deformation  . Thanks to property (iv) of regularLipshitz deformation, �s onverges strongly in L1(℄� r�; r�[d) to �, unitoutward normal �eld of ��. So, using (17) and (16), (18) leads to:Z℄�r�;r�[d Z L�L '(ŷ)�0(�)a(�):�(ŷ)g� (ŷ; �) d� dŷ = Z℄�r�;r�[d H�� :�(ŷ)'(ŷ) dŷfor every test funtions (�; ') 2 D(℄�L;L[)�D(℄� r�; r�[d). The right-handside of this equation is independent of  , sequene sn and subsequene snpso a(�):�(ŷ)g� (ŷ; �) does not depend on those quantities too. Sine (thanksto (12)): L(f� j a(�):�(ŷ) = 0g) = 0;g� does not depend on those quantities too. We denote it f� and by unique-ness of the limit, f (s; �; �) onverges in H�1(℄� r�; r�[d�℄�L;L[) to f� (�; �)for every regular Lipshitz deformation  . �The following desription of strong traes, namely whih are reahedstrongly by L1 onvergene, is a straightforward onsequene of Lemma 1with N = d, O = ℄� r�; r�[d, fn = f (sn; �; �) and f = f� where sn ! 0 .



8 Alexis VasseurProposition 2. The funtion f� is a �-funtion if and only if f� is a strongtrae, namely for every  regular Lipshitz deformation:esslims!0 f (s; �; �) = f� in L1(℄� r�; r�[d�℄� L;L[):4. The loalization methodIn this setion 
� is still �xed and we prove that f� (ŷ; �) is a �-funtionfor almost every ŷ 2 ℄� r�; r�[d. We �x the partiular ��-Lipshitz defor-mation on 
� de�ned by: ~ (s; ŷ) = (s + �(ŷ); ŷ). Now we identify thevariable s = y0 and we denote~f(y; �) = f (y0; ŷ; �) = f( ~ (y); �):Notie that ~ (y) 2 
� if and only if y 2 ℄0; r�[ � ℄� r�; r�[d. This will beonvenient for the loalization method. From (11) we �nd that ~f is solutionof: ~a0(ŷ; �)�y0 ~f + â(�):rŷ ~f = �� ~m; (19)where ~a0(ŷ; �) = a0(�)�r�(ŷ):â(�) (20)= �(ŷ)a(�):�(ŷ) (21)with a �(ŷ) 6= 0 and ~m(y; �) = ~m( ~ (y); �).Before introduing the notion of resaled solution, let us state two lem-mas.Lemma 2. There exists a sequene �n whih onverges to 0 and a set E �℄� r�; r�[d with L(℄ � r�; r�[d n E) = 0 suh that for every ŷ 2 E and everyR > 0 limn!1 1�dn ~m �℄0; R�n[�(ŷ+℄�R�n; R�n[d)�℄� L;L[� = 0:Proof of Lemma 2: For every integer N, we denoteMN� (ŷ) = 1�d ~m �℄0; N�[�(ŷ+℄�N�;N�[d)�℄� L;L[� :Sine MN� is nonnegative, the L1 norm of MN� is :Z℄�r�;r�[dMN� (ŷ) dŷ= Z℄�r�;r�[d 1�d Z N�0 Z℄�N�;N�[d Z L�L ~m(z0; ŷ + ẑ; �) d� dẑ dz0 dŷ� 1�d Z℄�N�;N�[d Z N�0 Z L�L Z℄�r��N�;r�+N�[d ~m(z0; ŷ; �) dŷ d� dz0 dẑ:



Strong traes for solutions to multidimensional salar onservation laws 9We denote abusively ~m(dz0; dẑ; d�) = ~m(z0; ẑ; �) dz0 dẑ d� in this omputa-tion as if it was a funtion. This alulation is still orret sine we justuse the Fubini Theorem and a linear hange of variable whih are valid formeasures. The last inequality an be written as:Z℄�r�;r�[dMN� (ŷ) dŷ� 1�d Z℄�N�;N�[d ~m(℄0; N�[�℄� r� �N�; r� +N�[d�℄� L;L[) dẑ� Nd ~m(℄0; N�[�℄� r� �N�; r� +N�[d�℄� L;L[):By monotone onvergene, sine \�>0℄0; N�[= ;, this onverges to 0 when �onverges to 0. Finally the L1 norm of MN� onverges to 0 so there exists asubsequene �n and a set EN �℄� r�; r�[d with L(℄� r�; r�[dnEN ) = 0 suhthat for every ŷ 2 EN MN�n(ŷ) onverges to 0 when �n goes to 0. By diagonalextration, we an hoose �n suh that for every integerN and every ŷ 2 EN ,MN�n(ŷ) onverges to 0. This sequene �n with subset E = \NEN veri�es therequired ondition. �Lemma 3. There exists a subsequene still denoted �n and a subset E 0 of℄� r�; r�[d suh that E 0 � E, L(℄ � r�; r�[d n E 0) = 0, and for every ŷ 2 E 0and every R > 0:lim�n!0 Z L�L Z℄�R;R[d jf� (ŷ; �)� f� (ŷ + �nŷ; �)j dŷ d� = 0;lim�n!0 Z L�L Z℄�R;R[d j~a0(ŷ; �)� ~a0(ŷ + �nŷ; �)j dŷ d� = 0:Proof of Lemma 3: For every integer N we denote:FN�n (ŷ) = Z L�L Z℄�N;N [d jf� (ŷ; �)� f� (ŷ + �nŷ; �)j dŷ d�:Sine f� 2 L1(℄ � r�; r�[d�℄ � L;L[), the L1 norm of this funtion goesto zero as n tends to 1 so there exists a subsequene still denoted �n anda subset E 0N � E with L(℄ � r�; r�[dnE 0N ) = 0 suh that for every ŷ 2 E 0N ,FN�n (ŷ) onverges to 0 when n tends to in�nity. By diagonal extration wean �nd a subsequene suh that this holds true for every N . Then thissubsequene and E 0 = \NE 0N ful�ll the required ondition for the �rst limit.We onsider in the same way the term with ~a0 notiing that~a0(ŷ; �)� ~a0(ŷ + �nŷ; �) = â(�):[r�(ŷ)�r�(ŷ + �nŷ)℄with r� 2 L1(℄� r�; r�[d). �



10 Alexis VasseurWe are now able to introdue the loalization method. We denote
�� = ℄0; r�=�[� ℄� r�=�; r�=�[d:We want to show that for every ŷ 2 E 0, f� (ŷ; �) is a �-funtion. From nowon we �x suh a ŷ 2 E 0, and we denote y = (0; ŷ) the assoiated point on��. Then, we resale the ~f funtion by introduing a new funtion ~f� whihdepends on a new variable y 2 
�� and whih is de�ned by:~f�(y; �) = ~f(y + �y; �): (22)This funtion depends obviously on y but, sine it is �xed all along thissetion, we skip it in the notation. Funtion ~f� is still a �-funtion and wean notie that: ~f�(0; ŷ; �) = f� (ŷ + �ŷ; �): (23)Hene we expet to gain some knowledge on f� (ŷ; �) itself by studying thelimit of ~f� when �! 0. We de�ne in the same way:~a0�(ŷ; �) = ~a0(ŷ + �ŷ; �);and we get from (19):~a0�(ŷ; �)�y0 ~f� + â(�):rŷ ~f� = �� ~m�; (24)where ~m� is the nonnegative measure de�ned for every real Ri1 < Ri2; L1 <L2 by:~m�( �0�i�d[Ri1; Ri2℄� [L1; L2℄) = 1�d ~m( �0�i�d[yi + �Ri1; yi + �Ri2℄� [L1; L2℄):(25)We now pass to the limit when � goes to 0 in the saling.Proposition 3. There exist a sequene �n whih goes to 0, and a �-funtion~f1 2 L1(R+ � Rd�℄ � L;L[) suh that ~f�n onverges strongly to ~f1 inL1lo(R+ � Rd�℄� L;L[) and:~a0(ŷ; �)�y0 ~f1 + â(�):rŷ ~f1 = 0: (26)Notie that ~a0(ŷ; �) does not depend on the loal variable y. In fat, we have~a0(ŷ; �) = �(ŷ)a(�):�(ŷ) where ŷ is the �xed point of the loalization.Proof of Proposition 3: We onsider the sequene �n of Lemma 3. Byweak ompatness, there exists a funtion ~f1 2 L1(R+ � Rd�℄ � L;L[)suh that, up to extration, ~f�n onverges weakly in L1� to ~f1. Thanks toLemma 2, ~m�n onverges to 0 in the sense of measure. Thanks to Lemma 3,~a0�n onverges strongly in L1lo(Rd�℄�L;L[) to ~a0(ŷ; �), so passing to the limitin (24) gives (26). The strong onvergene is an appliation of averaginglemmas. Here we use the following one whih is a partiular ase of theversion of Perthame and Souganidis (see [16℄):



Strong traes for solutions to multidimensional salar onservation laws 11Theorem 4. Let N be an integer, fn be bounded in L1(RN ) and fh1n; h2ngbe relatively ompat in �Lp(RN )�2N with 1 < p < +1 solutions of thetransport equation: a(�):ryfn = ��(ry:h1n) +ry:h2n;where a 2 �C2(R)�N veri�es the non-degeneray ondition (12). Let � 2D(R), then the average u�n(y) = RR�(�)fn(y; �) d� is relatively ompat inLp(RN ).In order to do so we use the strategy of [15℄. First we loalize in y; �. Weintrodue �1; �2 with values in [0; 1℄ suh that �1 2 D(R+�Rd), �2 2 D(R),and Supp(�1) �℄1=(2R); 2R[�℄� 2R; 2R[d, Supp(�2) �℄�2L; 2L[. Moreover�1(y) = 1 for y 2℄1=R;R[�℄�R;R[d and �2(�) = 1 for � 2℄� L;L[. Henefor � < r�=(2R), we an de�ne on R � Rd � R:~fR� = �1�2 ~f�;(where ~fR� = 0 if ~f� is not de�ned). On ℄1=R;R[�℄�R;R[d�℄ � L;L[ wehave ~fR� = ~f�. So, if we denote aŷ(�) = (~a0(ŷ; �); â(�)) (whih depends onlyon � sine ŷ is �xed), from (24) we get:aŷ(�):rŷ ~fR� = ��(�1�2 ~m�)� �1�02 ~m� + aŷ(�):rŷ�1�2 ~f� (27)+�y0[(~a0(ŷ; �)� ~a0�(ŷ; �)) ~fR� ℄ (28)= ���1;� + �2;� + �y0[(~a0(ŷ; �)� ~a0�(ŷ; �)) ~fR� ℄; (29)where �1;�n and �2;�n are measures uniformly bounded with respet to n.Moreover thanks to Lemma 3 a0̂y � ~a0�n(ŷ; �) onverges to 0 in L1lo(Rd�℄�L;L[). So it onverges to 0 in Lplo for every 1 � p <1 sine this funtionsare bounded in L1. Sine the measures are ompatly imbedding in W�1;pfor 1 � p < (d+2)=(d+1), we an apply Theorem 4 withN = d+1, fn = ~fR�n ,�(�) = �2(�) and a(�) = aŷ(�). It follows that R ~fR� �2(�) d� is ompat in Lpfor 1 � p < (d+2)=(d+1). And so by uniqueness of the limit, R ~f�n(�; �) d�onverges strongly to R ~f1(�; �) d� in L1lo(Rd+1 ). Lemma 1 ensures us that~f�n onverges strongly to ~f1 in L1lo(Rd+1�℄ � L;L[) and that ~f1 is a �-funtion. �We now turn to haraterize the limit funtion ~f1. First notie that from(26) ~a0(ŷ; �) ~f1 lies in C0(R+ ;W�1;1(Rd�℄�L;L[)). From (12) ~a0(ŷ; �) 6= 0for almost every � so we an de�ne ~f1(0; �; �) from it.Proposition 4. For every ŷ 2 E 0 we have the following equality:~f1(0; ŷ; �) = f� (ŷ; �)for almost every (ŷ; �) 2 Rd�℄� L;L[.



12 Alexis VasseurNotie that this implies that ~f1(0; �; �) does not depend on ŷ.Proof of Proposition 4: Let us introdueh��(y0) = Z L�L ZRd[~a0�(ŷ; �) ~f�(y0; ŷ; �)� ~a0(ŷ; �) ~f1(y0; ŷ; �)℄�(ŷ; �) dŷ d�for every test funtion � 2 C10 (Rd�℄� L;L[). We have:jh��(0)j � C(kh��kL1(℄0;1[) + k�y0h��kM(℄0;1[));and from (24) and (26) h�� is a BV funtion and:k�y0h��kM � C�(k ~f� � ~f1kL1lo + k ~m�kM)kh��kL1(℄0;1[) � C�(k ~f� � ~f1kL1lo + k~a0� � ~a0kL1lo):Lemma 2 and de�nition (25) ensure that k ~m�nkM onverges to 0, Lemma 3that k~a0�n � ~a0kL1lo onverges to 0 and Proposition 3 that k ~f�n � ~f1kL1loonverges to 0. So h�n� (0) onverges to 0 when n onverges to +1. Remem-bering (23), thanks to Lemma 3, ~f�n(0; �; �) onverges strongly to f� , andso, ~a0�n(�; �) ~f�n(0; �; �) onverges strongly to ~a0(ŷ; �)f� . Then~a0(ŷ; �) ~f1(0; ŷ; �) = ~a0(ŷ; �)f� (ŷ; �)for almost every (ŷ; �) 2 Rd�℄ � L;L[ whih leads to the desired resultnotiing that ~a0(ŷ; �) 6= 0 for almost every �. �From (26) we dedue that:~f1(~a0(ŷ; �)y0; ŷ + â(�)y0; �) = f� (ŷ; �);for almost every y0 > 0. But ~a0(ŷ; �) 6= 0 for almost every � so~f1(y; �) = f� (ŷ; �)for almost every (y; �) 2 Rd+1�℄� L;L[, whih is onstant with respet toy. Finally sine ~f1 is a �-funtion for almost every y, we dedue that:Proposition 5. For every ŷ 2 E 0 funtion f� (ŷ; �) is a �-funtion.



Strong traes for solutions to multidimensional salar onservation laws 135. Proof of Theorem 1For every � and every  �
-regular Lipshitz deformation, the restri-tion of  to �� is a ��-regular Lipshitz deformation. From Proposition 5and Proposition 2 it follows:esslimy0!0 Z r��r� Z L�L jf (y0; ŷ; �)� f� (ŷ; �)j d� dŷ = 0: (30)We de�ne u� 2 L1(�
) by:u� (ẑ) = Z L�L f� (ŷ; �) d�if (�(ŷ); ŷ) = R�(ẑ). Notie that it is uniquely well de�ned thanks to theuniqueness of f� in Proposition 1. Finally, sine kr�kL1(℄�r�;r�[) � C,from (30) and remembering that u( (s; ẑ)) = R L�L f (s; ŷ; �) d� if R�(ẑ) =(�(ŷ); ŷ), we dedue:Proposition 6. For every � and every  �
-regular Lipshitz deformation,esslims!0 Z�� ju( (s; ẑ))� u� (ẑ)j dHd(ẑ) = 0:Finally for every ompat set K �� �
, f��g is a overing of K with opensets of �
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